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Fifth Edition of Danzer’s Annual Hardwood 

Notebook Released 

This year’s limited edition is bound in Linea Walnut with 

Danzer Freeform aluminum inlays 

 

Dornbirn, Austria, December 2016 – Hardwood specialist Danzer issued the 5th edition of its 

annual hardwood notebook. The 2,500 pieces limited edition is used for marketing 

purposes. Every year, the company chooses another wood species as book cover. This year’s 

notebook features a unique binding with stylish aluminum inlays. The notebook contains 

about 220 ruled pages and 12 photo pages presenting a selection of noteworthy Danzer 

projects, products and Danzer services and facilities worldwide.  

The notebook’s Walnut veneer binding is embellished with Danzer Freeform aluminum 

inlays. Danzer Freeform allows almost any organically shaped inlay and can be produced 

in an industrial process: Ornaments, messages or logos can be added to almost all Danzer 

wood surfaces quickly and add functionality or promote a brand.  

Recent Danzer projects featured in the notebook include a wide range of examples like a 

3D-wall panel at the famous Watergate Hotel in Washington, DC, a light-weight shoe 

tree for an Italian luxury brand and a high-volume side chair for an American office 

seating company. 

Since their first edition in 2012, the annual Danzer notebook has developed into a popular 

collectible. Previous notebook editions included book covers made from rustic Hickory, 

Danzer Linea Birch and Beech Driftwood. 
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ABOUT DANZER 

Danzer is a leading quality hardwood company. The company has approximately 2,600 

employees and services customers from 21 sales offices worldwide. Founded in 1932, the 

family oriented company is managed by a member of the third generation. Danzer owns 

and manages forests sustainably and produces sliced veneer, lumber and innovative value-

added wood products for decorative purposes. Danzer products are being used in high-

quality furniture, automobiles, interior architecture and other applications.  

URL: http://www.danzer.com 
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